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1 Introduction 

The customer application is the frontend part of the project that is most frequently looked 

at as it is used as a payment method by the general public. It is therefore essential that 

the user interface is clean and intuitive. The application was designed with this in mind, 

and informative hints are available where confusion might occur. This handbook outlines 

the functionality of the customer application. The handbook iterates the possible tasks 

in a linear manner that could be considered typical for a customer joining the system. As 

an example, the scenarios and tasks will feature the arbitrarily chosen fake person John 

Johnsson.  
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2 Authentication 

2.1 Phone number 

 

When the application is started, the user has to authenticate himself. The user must enter 

a phone number. For now the system only supports 7 digit Icelandic phone numbers.  
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2.2 Verification SMS 

 

A verification SMS is sent to the number entered. On the next screen, the verification code 

is entered. 
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2.3 Informative hint 

 

 

Pressing the information button in the top right corner helps guide the user through the 

process. 
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2.4 Registration 

  

If there is already an account registered with this phone number the user is authenticated, 

that is, the user has now accessed the app and can start using it. If not, the user must fill 

out his name and pick a PIN number. The PIN is used to confirm transactions over a 

certain threshold. 

Once this final step is completed, the user is redirected to the default view of the 

application which lists recent transactions.  
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3 Application layout 

 

There are 3 tabs that define the general structure of the application. Transactions, Points, 

and Settings. In the transactions tab, all transactions along with a summary of usage can 

be found. The points tab lists loyalty with companies the user has done business with. 

The settings tab contains general information and allows the user to add a card.  
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4 Settings 

4.1 Adding card 

 

The first thing that must be done in order to pay with the application is to add a card. By 

clicking the add card button, a camera card scanner is opened. 
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4.2 Scanning card 

 

The card scanner scans all the necessary information and associates it with the account. 

An option to manually input the information is available as well.  
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4.3 Card has been added 

 

Now that a card has been added it is possible to perform payments. The edit box above 

the card can always be pressed to change card information. The icon in the top right 

corner can be pressed to log out of the application. 
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5 Payment 

5.1 Initializing a payment 

 

Using the application to perform payments is intuitive and simple. Sales locations that 

support the system have a BlueAccess reader on site. When asked to pay the phone must 

be brought close to the reader to initialize a payment. This will cause an informative 

screen detailing the transaction to appear. If the customer has sufficient points to cover 

the purchase, an option to use points appears. The customer can then confirm or decline 

the transaction by pressing the respective buttons. 
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5.2 Payment status 

 

When the confirmation button is pressed the payment begins processing. 
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If everything goes as expected the payment is successful which prompts reflective 

feedback. This means that the credit card has been charged (or credit deducted) and 

loyalty is gained according to current rank. The transaction is now visible in the 

transaction list. 
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If there were insufficient funds or the sales application terminated the transactions 

before it could finish, an error screen appears. The error screen provides meaningful error 

messages such as Vitlaust PIN and Ekki heimild. 
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5.3 PIN 

 

Transactions over 4.000 kr. need to be confirmed with the PIN number chosen during the 

sign-up process. 
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5.4 Payment notifications without PIN 

 

The application does not have to be open to make payments. If the device is brought 

close to a BlueAccess reader a notification with the amount is sent.  
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5.5 Payment notifications with PIN 

 

Again, if the sale is greater than 4.000 kr. the PIN must be entered; this can be done 

through the notification. This example also shows how a notification looks when the 

screen is not locked.  
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6 Transactions 

 

When the user has performed payments with the application, the transactions list gets 

populated with said payments. This enables the user to track spending and loyalty gained. 

The green text in each transactions is the credit gained. If the user does not hold any rank 

with a company no loyalty is aquired. 
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7 Loyalty 

7.1 Loyalty list 

 

In the loyalty section, loyalty points at companies that the user has done business with 

are listed.  By clicking a company, additional information about the user's loyalty status 

with the company can be viewed.  
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7.2 Detailed view 

 

In the detailed view, which is available by pressing a company from the loyalty list 

additional information can be seen. This includes the current rank and discount along 

with progress towards the next one. By clicking the rank section, the complete list can be 

seen. 
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7.3 Rank list 

 

When the rank section of the detailed view is clicked this complete list of company ranks 

is available. This lists all ranks, benchmarks, and percentages of the company at hand. 
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7.4 Informative hint 

 

Information icons in the top right corners throughout the application can be clicked for 

information relevant to the current screen. In this example information about the ranking 

system is available. 

 


